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Science with polarised RIBs at ISOLDE
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ISOLDE workshop poster #24 
by K. Dziubinska-Kuehn on Friday, 
11.15h & 11.50h

EPIC workshop talk by M. Madurga



ISOLDE setups for polarised RIBs

NICOLE
COLLAPS

VITO

Tilted-foils
(at REX)

Spin polarisation via:
-Lasers (optical pumping)
-Low temperature (mK)
-Passage through foils (tilted foils)

Other polarisation means: 
-Pick-up of polarised projectiles (e.g. neutrons)
-Nuclear reactions (for highly-energetic beams)



Laser polarisation

Optical pumping: excitation cycle with circularly-polarized laser light

Photon angular momentum transferred to electrons and then nuclei

➢ Best: 1 valence electron and few possible transitions

➢ Fast and efficient
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Long history of laser polarisation at ISOLDE

Nuclear structure Material science 1st steps to biology                    



Recently: dedicated polarisation setup at VITO

M. Kowalska et al., J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. 
44 (2017) 084005

W. Gins et al., Nucl. Instr. and Meth. A (2019)
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2018

From 2021



VITO: Fundamental physics: Vud
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|𝑽𝒖𝒅|
𝟐 + |𝑽𝒖𝒔|

𝟐 + |𝑽𝒖𝒃|
𝟐 = 𝟏 + Δ

Δ ≠ 𝟎 ⇒ New Physics
M. González-Alonso et al. Progr 
Part. Nucl. Phys. 104 (2019) 165

<2018: 𝑽𝒖𝒅 = 0.97420(21) ⇒ 𝛥 = -0.00061(47) 
from 14 nuclear superallowed 0+->0+ decays

> 2018: M. Gorchtein and collaborators:
2018: New corrections (PRL 121, 241804 (2018)=>
Δ = -0.00158(47) => 3.5 s from SM
2019: increased uncertainty: Phys. Rev. D 100, 013001

2020: confirmation by lattice QCD: arXiv:2003.11264

Check Δ with another method – nuclear mirror decays:
largest uncertainty: ratio of Fermi to Gamow-Teller decay (r)

Average from 7 mirror decays: |𝑽𝒖𝒅| = 0.9730(14)

r and |𝑽𝒖𝒅| precision can be improved using polarised mirror nuclei

Vud: 1st matrix element of CKM quark mixing matrix;

Determined from :
➢ superallowed beta decays I = 0+-> 0+ and mirror isospin 1/2 decays

➢ Neutron lifetime;  Pion beta decay

CKM unitarity:



Vud from mirror decay of polarised 35Ar
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Project led by N. Severijns and G. Neyens, KU Leuven
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W. Gins et al, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. A 925, 24 (2019)
W. Gins, PhD thesis KU Leuven cds.cern.ch/record/2654181?ln=en

1.5%

Our 1st results: laser polarisation of 35Ar:

Goal: measure b-decay asymmetry parameter ab with 0.5% precision 
=> determine mixing ratio r
=> Vud precision around 5x10-4 level

18
35Ar17

3/2+

17
35Cl18

1/2+

3/2+

1.7 s

stable

Plans to continue after LS2

http://cds.cern.ch/record/2654181?ln=en


VITO: Nuclear magnetic dipole moments

1H (proton): ppb accuracy

>1H: ppm experimental precision, but per-mill accuracy due to in-acurrate corrections

➢ Only recently: ab initio calculations (coupled cluster approach) => ppm accuracy

Recent example, highly-charged 208Bi and tests of QED in strong fields at GSI:

➢ 7-sigma difference between measured and predicted HFS splitting

➢ discrepancy resolved by more accurate m(209Bi) with ab initio NMR shielding calculations

 QED works even at such strong fields

Short-lived nuclei:

 Per-mill precision and accuracy

 How to improve it?
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Beta-NMR 
in liquids:
Narrow 
resonances

+ in-situ 1H 
NMR probe:
Field stability
Reference

+ ab initio quantum 
chemistry (coupled 
cluster):
Accurate reference
moment and NMR 
shielding

Harding, Pallada, Croese et al., accepted by Phys. Rev. X; arXiv:2004.02820



Magnetic moment of 26Na with ppm accuracy

Harding, Pallada, Croese et al., accepted by Phys. Rev. X; arXiv:2004.02820

Magnetic dipole moments:

ppm accuracy:

Important for extending b-NMR to chemistry and biology -> universal referencing scheme

Nuclear structure:

➢ E.g. neutron distribution from hyperfine anomaly

Other applications we are not yet aware …



Outlook: laser-polarised RIBs in storage rings
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Magnetic fields disturb spin polarisation, but …

Motivation:
Spin-dependent phenomena in atomic and nuclear reactions: 
e.g. parity non-conservation in few-e- systems



Polarised RIBs at ISOLDE in the near future
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All above approaches and scientific topics can be accessible
-Low-energy RIBs polarised with lasers
-Post-accelerated RIBs polarised with titled foils (or lasers, e.g. in a storage ring)

Spin-dependent 
effects


